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OVERVIEW

Beautiful and charming 370 m² corner house with 5
bedrooms, garden and pool for sale close to nature, in
Montemar, Castelldefels.
Beautiful corner house of 370 m² built on a 750 m² plot. It is located in one of the
greenest areas of Montemar, surrounded by nature.
This house has a special charm for its bohemian-style decoration, its layout and
spaciousness, as well as the feeling of peace and comfort it offers. It was built in the
early 80's by a German architect.
We enter the house through the main floor and come to a hall that leads to a
spacious and cosy double-height living-dining room on the right, with its fireplace
and large windows that allow abundant natural light to enter all day. This space
opens onto a terrace that communicates with the garden and the pool. On this floor,
there are also two double bedrooms, including the main one with a complete
bathroom, dressing room, access to the terrace and the garden.

lucasfox.com/go/gav31971
Mountain views, Terrace, Swimming pool,
Garden, Private garage, Natural light,
High ceilings, Parking, Views, Utility room,
Storage room, Pet-friendly,
Near international schools, Heating,
Fireplace, Exterior, Double glazing,
Chill out area, Balcony, Air conditioning

On the other side, we have a picturesque guest toilet, with a style of the 60s, like the
other bathrooms in the house, which reaffirms the personality of this house. Next, an
imposing open kitchen is presented, with a laundry space with access to the rear
garden. Here, there is an outdoor space that serves as a summer dining room and
chill-out area.
The first floor houses the night area with three double bedrooms with built-in
wardrobes. One of them has access to a terrace with beautiful 180 degree views. The
plant is completed with a large bathroom and a sauna.
On the lower ground floor, there are two large multipurpose rooms that can be used
as storage, a play area and even one of them as a bedroom, since it has a lot of light
with windows that face the outside. At the back we find a large closed garage for two
cars, with a space for a workshop.
In the outdoor area we find a garden that surrounds the house, a swimming pool and
a very relaxing chill-out area with an Ibizan style.
This house has a special touch that does not leave anyone indifferent, it is very well
arranged and has a lot of customization potential, to adapt it to your taste.
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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